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THE DETERMINATION OF
INITIAL PARAMETERS OF
WORKING
QUASI-STEADY OUTFLOW
IN COMPRESSORS

SUBSTANCE

G.A. Ba ris bn ik ov
(USSR,Moscow,VZIPP)
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'rhe point ''b" transits to point "c".
From point ''c" motion of the gas is written by integral curve "cm"-subsonic flow,
or integral curve "cf"-supersonic flow.
The gas with parametres using the conditions [2] moves by jump from point "f''
to point "d".
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Indicated diagram of compressor.

1a~( ~= :J~ft~1J'~~iF; !1[~~ (~-1/- Jf].
The future decision is determined by
integral curve "dq". The line Y= 1 corresponds to the contact surface,where density
is different,the pressure and velocity are
the same on both sides.
For finding out the gas density to the
right of the contact surface we must some
the problem of gas flowing caused by contact surface moving in the channel whose
section varies according to ( 1 ) (fig.4).
The decision determined by integral curve ''os" from point "0 11 to point "s'' .The
point us" is overleaped to point "k"
(IO) on integral curve "kn".
Having built the function of pressure
changing defending on velocity on both
sides of contact surface we find the probV\1,
· A
lem solution.
In fig.5 pu..tting various of~ from. a
:t;or sonic flow of gas in the throat (

r,4 ;

11.-

r= .,

= I,o ) .
which lie

below the curve corPoints
respond to conditions when the subsonic
·
flow is in all physical space.
Points which lie above the curve correspond condition when the supersonic
flow is behind the throat. Fig.6 showz the
gas sonic flow in the throat depending of
the first ratio of pressure, getting for
equations steady state and unsteady state.
we can see on fig. 6 that in steady state sonic flow in the throat corresponds
fAjF?, =0 + 0, 528. For unsteady
state B/ft =0 + 0,94. It's important
thing to. have it. when we make culculations.
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Curve givi ng the soni c regim
of the flow ing of the gas in
the thro at.
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